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727.2 Fireworks.
1. The term “fireworks” includes any explosive composition, or combination of explosive

substances, or article prepared for the purpose of producing a visible or audible effect
by combustion, explosion, deflagration, or detonation, and includes blank cartridges,
firecrackers, torpedoes, skyrockets, roman candles, or other fireworks of like construction
and fireworks containing any explosive or flammable compound, or other device containing
any explosive substance. The term “fireworks” does not include goldstar-producing sparklers
on wires which contain no magnesium or chlorate or perchlorate, flitter sparklers in paper
tubes that do not exceed one-eighth of an inch in diameter, toy snakes which contain no
mercury, or caps used in cap pistols.
2. A person, firm, partnership, or corporation who offers for sale, exposes for sale, sells

at retail, or uses or explodes any fireworks, commits a simple misdemeanor. In addition
to any other penalties, the punishment imposed for a violation of this section shall include
assessment of a fine of not less than two hundred fifty dollars. However, the council of a
city or a county board of supervisors may, upon application in writing, grant a permit for
the display of fireworks by municipalities, fair associations, amusement parks, and other
organizations or groups of individuals approved by the city or the county board of supervisors
when the fireworks display will be handled by a competent operator, but no such permit shall
be required for the display of fireworks at the Iowa state fairgrounds by the Iowa state fair
board, at incorporated county fairs, or at district fairs receiving state aid. Sales of fireworks
for such display may be made for that purpose only.
3. a. This section does not prohibit the sale by a resident, dealer, manufacturer, or jobber

of such fireworks as are not prohibited by this section, or the sale of any kind of fireworks if
they are to be shipped out of the state, or the sale or use of blank cartridges for a show or the
theater, or for signal purposes in athletic sports or by railroads or trucks, for signal purposes,
or by a recognized military organization.
b. This section does not apply to any substance or composition prepared and sold for

medicinal or fumigation purposes.
[C39, §13245.08 – 13245.10; C46, 50, 54, 58, 62, 66, 71, 73, 75, 77, §732.17 – 732.19; C79,

81, §727.2]
92 Acts, ch 1163, §120; 99 Acts, ch 153, §22; 2008 Acts, ch 1032, §106
Referred to in §101A.1, §331.304, §461A.42
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